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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study the relation between ring extensions and self- 
duality. The theory of duality is established by K. Morita [2]. However, the problem 
concerning the existence of self-duality for a given ring is difficuit and there seems 
to be only a few papers dealing with this problem. Indeed, the Artinian rings with 
self-duality have not yet been characterized. Recently K.R. Fuller and J.K. Haack 
[l] have proved that a finite ‘zR semigroup ring’ over a ring with self-duality has 
itself a self-duality. 
In this paper, we shall generalize their result bv establishing the following 
theorem. 
Theorem. Let A 2 B be a ring extension. If A has a finite free basis over B each 
member of which centralizes all the elements of B, B has a self-duality induced by 
aV’,, and if the structure constants of A with respect o the above basis commute 
with each element of V, then A has a self-duality induced by A HOm&AA, BV). 
It should be noted that any finite-dimensional algebra over a commutative field 
satisfies our condition, while it is not always a finite zR semigroup ring in general. 
1. 
Throughout this paper, A 2 B is ;d ring extension satisfying the following 
conditions; 
(1) A is a free left B-module of rank n. 
(2) A has a free basis x1, . . . , x,+A such that each xi centralizes the elements of 
B, i.e., 
bXi=Xib for all bEB. 
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Under these assumptions, it is easy to check that A is a free right B-module of rank 
n. Z(B) denotes the center of B, and put 
n 
XiXj = CP 
p=l 
pp, I+ B, 
n 
iA = c ai+ aiEB. 
i--l 
Lemma 1. 
(0 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Pi9 ai E z(B) for all i, j and p. 
c q/3;= c P$P$ for all i, j, k and m. 
P P 
c aJ$j = do = c aP&, for all i and j. 
P P 
Proof. (i) Since 
b = (XiXj)b = b(XiXj) 
=b for all b E B, 
and {xi, . . . , x,) is a free basis over B, 
/?zb = bpi for all 6 E B and i, j and p. 
Next, since 
1 baixi for all b E B, 
i 
we have 
(ii) 
(iii) 
sib = bai for all b E B and i. 
This formula is well known. 
Since 
z, 6gXi for all j, 
i 
we have 
za j?-=S, for alliandj. p p PJ 0 
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From now on, assume that B has a self-duality induced by #“. Then gV and VB 
are the linearly compact injective cogenerators and 
Put 
End(BV)s B, End( Ve) 1 B. (3) 
BwB= &v-. 
We will think of each element of W as a row vector and denote [o,]. For each 
CibiXiEA and fo,] E W, we define 
Lemma 2. With the multiplication ’ * ‘, W is a ieft A- right B-bimodule. Moreover, 
left B-module structure of aBV coincides with the multiplication ’ *‘, i.e., 
*[u,] = [by,] for all b E B and [o,] E W. 
Proof. We shall only prove 
a * (a’ * [o,]) = (aa’) * [o,] 
for all a,a%A and [o,] E W. Put a= & bixj and a’= C, b&. Then 
a*(a’*[o,])= (F bjxj)*(( F b;xk)*[usl) 
(5) 
On the other hand, 
(aa’) * [o,] = (( $ bjxj)( F bixk)) *LO,1 
Then (5) follows from Lemma 1 (i) and (ii). Cl 
Hereafter, we will denote the multiplication omitting ‘ *‘. 
Lemma 3. 
Q : AHOw3bt49 Bvd 3 do- K-oPl E A W-B 
is a bimodule isomorphism. 
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Proof. Since LPA~z &BB, it is easy to show that Q, is a B-bimodule isomor- 
phism. Let Ck bkxk E A and QIE Horn&&I, BI/). Then 
Hence 
(; bkxk)@h?)= @( c bkxkp). 
\k / 
Thus we have proved that @ is a A-homomorphism. 
compact injective cogenerator and defines a duality 
Cl 
Proof. This corollary is directly from Lemma 3 and P. Vamos [3, Theorem 
2.21. cl 
Let bEZ(B). Since the map Bv3 U- bv+V is a B-endomorphism of & there 
uniquely exists x(b) E B such that 
b’bv = b’v7z(b) for all UE V and b’E B. 
(Notice (3)) Thus we have 
bv =vn(b) for all OE V. 
Moreover, 
v(n(b)b’) = (vn(b))b’= (bv)b’= b(vb’) 
= (vb’)n(b) = v(b’n(b)) for all v E V and bk B. 
Since VB is faithful, we have 
n(b)b’=b’It(b) for all b’EB. 
Therefore we have proved that n(b)EZ(B). Then 
a 5. n : Z(B)-+Z(B) is a ring automorphism. 
2. 
We now proceed to compute kkd(, W). Since 
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End(BW)=End =M,(End(BV))=A4JB), 
we have 
BE;E~~(~W)GE~~(~W)=M,(B). 
We will denote each element in M,(B) of the form (b,,). 
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Lemma 6. 
a:A3 C bixiw CbipG EM,(B) 
i ( ) i 
is u one-to-one ring homomorphism. 
Proof. It is easy to show that G is an additive homomorphism. First, we shall prove 
that 0 is one-to-one. 
C bjXjEKer0 3 C bjpG=Q for all y and q, 
&bD i px iq P =0 for all q, p i 
Hence (T is one-to-one. Next 
Ci biXi, Cj b$.. f A. Then 
Cb jXjXq = 0 for rril q, 
cc tjXjXqClq - 0, 
q i 
C biXi = 0. 
we shall prove that 0 is a ring homomorphism. Let 
On the other hand, 
Thus 
by Lemma 1 (ii). Cl 
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Corollary 7. 
c7 
A - Mn(B) 
J J 
B - End(AW) 
is a commufative diagtam. 0 
Now we shall make the following assumption: 
0 x(/$) =/Ii for all i, j and k. 
(42) is equivalent o 
,@.I=u$ for all UE V and i, j and k. 
Lemma 8. Undet the assumption (C), the followings ate concluded. 
(i) &et (b,,) E M”(B). Then (b,,) E End(A W) if and only if 
C /?zb,q = C Eli bag fot all i, t and S. 
4 Q 
(ii) End(A W) = i B(&) = a(A). 
&=I 
Proof. (i) Let [u,] E W. Then 
= c 1 u#jb, 
[ 
for all i. 1 4 1 
On the other hand, 
for all i. 
Thus we have 
(~JXJ) EEndCAW) e C C Ut@b,= C C 0,&b,, 
t 4 t 4 
for all [u,] E W and i, s, (6) 
Suppose &,,-J E End(A W). Let v E V and fix t. Put [v,] = [&I]. Then by (6), 
V C ~~b,=V C i~~ib,, for all VE I/. 
4 4 
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Therefore 
~unversely~ if C, ~~~~~ = I=, ~~~~*~ for all i and t, then it is easy to see that 
(~~) E End& IV) from (6)* 
(ii) Let (~*) E end. Then, by (i), 
On the other hand, it is easy to check that &B(pcq) C, End(JV). Thus we have 
proved (ii). U 
Now we get the following theorem* 
Proof. By Curollary 4, A h,ls a duality induced by A W, and End(A W) = o(A) ~4 
from Lemma 8. Thus A W i~~duces a serf-duality sf .A. III 
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